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The IAHC is an AHAaffiliated Arabian horse club
and an Associate Member of
WAHO that meets and conducts business via the Internet,
thus we reach out around the
world.
The IAHC is dedicated to
bringing Arabian horse owners
and admirers together from all
around the world to bring forth
international cooperation in
the name of the Arabian horse.

On the web:
http://www.insallah.org
President:
Penny Wardlaw — 805-968-3581
phwardlaw@aol.com

Vice President
Lorry Wagner — 760-377-5579
lorry@ridgenet.net

Secretary:
Georgine Ryter — 405-603-6819
georginer@msn.com

Treasurer:
Lorry Wagner — 760-377-5579
lorry@ridgenet.net

Web Mgr./Web News Editor:
Lorry Wagner — 760-377-5579
lorry@ridgenet.net

NOTE: For international incoming
calls, dial USA country code 1 plus
the telephone number listed above .

From the Desk of the President
One of the best things about being part of the Arabian Horse
Community is that there are always new friends to meet and
research to discover. For those of us that have made this
breed a part of our lives, we find a never-ending supply of
people and horses who share in whatever aspect we individually pursue. Lucky us! We belong to a club that enhances
these experiences. Last Friday night’s meeting confirms that.
It is always exciting to have someone drop by and end up becoming a new member and involved, bringing new thoughts
and information into the mix.
If you have never been to a meeting – do join us. It is wonderful to not have to leave
home and still be part of interesting and thought-provoking dialogs.
One of the items of discussion was the upcoming continuation of the article on Australian
horses. (Have you read part one in May issue? Part 2 will appear in our July issue.) That
led to asking another member if she would contribute something on her Al Khamsa horses
(and she agreed). When I look at our member roster, I realize what a wealth of information and wisdom we hold among us. Regardless of bloodline or activity, Arabian horses
throughout the world create a common neighborhood for their owners. I encourage and
ask every member of this club to donate something on their horses or their field of interest.
With both show and foaling season well under way, we would love to hear about your
successes. What did you breed, show, ride, finish, win? Was it a colt? Best conditioned?
A 72% ? And what are your concerns? Your questions? This newsletter is a terrific opportunity for the Insallah members to communicate and share. Nobody cares if you’re not
a best-selling author! Just jot down a few lines – we’re interested in your horses and your
thoughts, not your command of the language!
Fundraising is always a topic at every club meeting – not just Insallah. But thanks to
member donations and Lorry Wagner’s tireless efforts, our coffers are fed by several successful eBay auctions and the Café Press store. Thank you, Lorry. If you have an Arabian
-related item that you would like to donate, please get it to Lorry. If you want some wonderful wearable art, check out the Café Press store.
I firmly believe that a club is as strong as its members. I see some real strength in our
members and encourage everyone’s participation at our meetings and in our newsletter. I
do hope to see some new “faces” at the next meeting. Give it a try – you may even meet
some new friends and have a great time. Isn’t that why we are all here?

Penny Wardlaw, IAHC President
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Georgine Ryter, Secretary
Motion to approve
5/8/09 meeting minutes
and Treasury Report
passed unanimously.
Motion to approved the
Bylaws revision was unanimously
approved. The revision is now
available on the Insallah web site:
http://www.insallah.org/bylaws.html
It was decided that Lorry will print
posters and business cards and send
to all members for distribution advertising our Café Press store items.

Richard Cerveny of Sydney, Australia is sharing his article on the history of “Australian Arabian Breeding.” Chapter 2 was scheduled to
appear in this issue of the newsletter, but due to unforeseen circumstances it will be delayed until the
July issue.
Australia is WAHO a member country!

Contact Information for Editor:
Lorry Wagner, 8222 Athel Street
Inyokern, CA 93527
760-377-5579
lorry@ridgenet.net
News about Arabian horse performance in International rides around
the world is welcome here.

Lorry Wagner , Manager

The June eBay auction will feature
“Arabian Exodus” by Margaret
Greely and was opened Tuesday,
June 16, Closing Sunday, June 21 at
12:09:04 p.m. pacific daylight time.

A bit of enlightenment
on the mysteries of the
manner in which the
leverage of the curb
bit works

New Feature this month is “The
Horseman’s Corner” (page 5). This
feature will appear periodically as
we receive information.
Within the listings on our,
“Educational, General and IAHC
Information and Opportunities,” we
will present and/or list items of interest to our readers and where same
can be found. Whether it be complete libraries, reports/ or announcements of interest or items for sale
you may find what you have been
looking for on this page. Listings
by our IAHC members are at no
charge. We have not yet worked out
a payment schedule for non-IAHC
members.
This IAHC Newsletter has added a
section for “Letters to the Editor”
for communication purposes from
around the world. If you have anything you wish to communicate,
please send your comments to
Lorry, contact information at the
bottom of the Index Column on this
page.

See page 5
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Sir James Penn Boucaut
often described as the
grandfather of Australian
Arabian horse breeding !
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bring you back to the category page
and choose how many family members you wish to include.
http://www.insallah.org/
Insaah_Membership_Application.html

(Arabian Horse Association, USA)

Arabian Industry's Largest
Event for Youth
The Arabian horse industry's largest
event for youth, the Youth National
Arabian and Half-Arabian Championship Horse Show, moves into Expo
New Mexico in Albuquerque, July 25August 1, 2009. The eight-day event
combines top-level equine competition
in a variety of disciplines with daily
youth activities and a shopping expo,
bringing approximately $10.2 million
to the city.
Nearly 1,000 horses from across the
U.S. and Canada will compete each
day from 7:30 a.m. to about 10 p.m. in
everything from English pleasure to
working cow. Highlights of the week
will include two clinics put on by the
Arabian Professional and Amateur
Horseman's Association (APAHA) on
July 25, a Total Arabian Interactive
and Learning (T.A.I.L.) experience for
youth and families in the community
on July 31, and the show's semi-final
and final classes from Thursday, July
30, through Saturday August 1.

The above is all one line if clicking on
the live link above doesn’t work!

http://www.insallah.org
The next Region 2 meeting is scheduled
for August, date and time to be announced.

Lorry Wagner, Contact
See front page, bottom
left column for Club meeting dates. See page 8 for
shows, racing and events.
IAHC Members may list
any Arabian horse events
they are holding here in this space. Send
information to Lorry Wagner, contact
information available on page 2, bottom
of Index column.

Annette Wells,
Region 2 Delegate
serserr@aol.com
The Region 2 Championship Show takes
place this month starting Tuesday, June 16. A report on
this show will be given in our July
issue.
Region 2 is using one of our Café
Press items, specialized specifically
for the Region as high-point awards in
the Sport Horse/Dressage division. It
turned out to be a lovely and different
award. Let’s hope it starts a trend and
others follow suit.
IAHC Newsletter, June, 2009

Just a reminder to be sure you renew
before you membership expires. Contact
lorry@ridgenet.net if you are unsure of
your expiration date.
The membership can be renewed directly
from our own Insallah web site now, via
PayPal. The fee schedules have all been
upgraded to reflect last year’s increase in
the Competition Card charge. To use
this system, just click on the “Add to
Cart” button following the description of
the membership category you wish. For
the “Family Membership,” you first
click on the first choice of without or
with competition card and add to cart,
then “continue shopping” which will
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Lorry Wagner, Web Manager
To date, we have enjoyed having 592
visits to our web site
this year for a total
of 10987 since we
started counting.
If you are an IAHC
member and have a
web site which is Arabian-horse related, you are welcome to list your site
on the IAHC web site in exchange for
a link back to this IAHC web site
Members may also list your Arabianhorse activities on the Calendar page
of this newsletter. Go to our web site
at:
http://www.insallah.org
and click on the “Link to Member
Web Pages” button in the left-hand
column to see the above. Send all
information to Lorry Wagner (page 2,
“Index” column) .

Sight-seeing trip to Iran timed to
coincide with the major Arabian
horse show in Tehran.
July 22—August 4, 2009
Contact: Shirin Salartash
yeldizsh@yahoo.com
This trip is being privately arranged
by friends of Mary Gharagozlou
whose long-held wish was to encourage Arabian Horse enthusiasts worldwide to visit, see and appreciate the
amazing Arabian horses and the
country of Iran often considered as
the cradle of the ancient Arab (Asil)
horses.

Australian Arabian Breeding
Part Two
1788-1939
by Richard Cerveny
Sydney, Australia

Part two of this series has been unavoidably delayed. It is planned to appear in the July, 2009, issue of this
Newsletter. Thank you for your patience.

IAHC
IAHCNewsletter,
NewsletterJune,
April, 2009
2009
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The Myth About Long Shanks on Bits
By Lorry Wagner
June, 2009

There has long been the myth regarding the length of the shank on curb bits equating said length to the severity of the bit. Why ideas like this seem to prevail and be passed from one generation to the next is a
mystery, but I would like to set this misinformation aside by explaining exactly how curbs work relative to
the length of the shank.
Let me first justify my credentials for addressing this subject. I come from the school of the Early California Vaquero. I was privileged to have had the opportunity to learn this timeless horsemanship under my
step father, Bill “Wink” Chappell, who spent 10 years of his youth under some of the finest Vaqueros of
the late 19th and early 20th century learning this traditional training himself. Bill rode with me until he was
82 years old. I had 30 years of education in the areas of snaffle bit, hackamore, half-breed bit and the ultimately finished bridled horse in the spade bit from a great horseman.
The Vaquero tradition of bridling horses is phenomenal and no better horsemen ever trained and rode
horses in the western curb than these fabulous, but quietly reserved trainers. The Early California method
of training and bridling horses is a centuries-old tradition. The finished bridled horse is equivalent to the
finest trained horse of any discipline or tradition in the world. This method DEMANDS that the finished
horse maintain the ultimate response to the hands through the reins to the bit in the lightest fashion you can
imagine and communicates in coordination with the very lightest of leg aids and shift of body weight...all
completely invisible to the eye of the observer. Once one has a complete understanding of all the above
phases, bridling the English horse is a snap. The experience of riding a “bridled” horse who, as a result of
being bridled correctly, is relaxed and happy and will be unforgettably the ultimate “best ride of your life.”
There is far more involved than “just” the aspect of leverage of the bit, but that is information for many
more articles. I will only address the shank issue here. The same principles apply to the English curb bit
with slight deviation to maintain both direct and indirect rein.
There is good reason why the shanks of different curb bits are in different patterns and different lengths. I
will also qualify this statement by clarifying that in today’s passion for “pretty” or “personal taste” many,
many of the patterns of shanks are totally useless and sometime interfere with the communication between
the rider’s hands and the horse’s mouth and curb area. Not only is the length to be considered, but the
curves and set of those curves (long or short, forward or back) are also an integral part of proper balance
for each design to work as it should. First lesson...every horse’s mouth is different. There are a few bit
designs that “most” horses will accept. There are many bit designs that “very few” horses will accept.
Then there are some that no horse likes...those are the “pretty” ones that “people” often force on the horse
because the “people” like their appearance.
Most people today equate the term “shank length” to the length from the mouthpiece to the bottom where
the reins connect or simply the entire length of the jaw piece from top to bottom. The difference in the
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shank length from the mouthpiece down to the rein connector as far as leverage application is of practically
no consequence. The important leverage area of a curb bit is the distance of the upper side piece between the
mouthpiece and the curb strap, itself. The longer this distance is, the greater the leverage in the working of
the bit. The shank length below the mouthpiece is important only because this length determines how
quickly or how slowly the curb strap engages.
As you can see above, the longer the shank the longer the swing taking longer to bring the curb strap to engagement. The reason for selecting a length of shank suitable to each individual horse is that each horse has
different sensitivities or response times (brain engagement); i.e., some are less sensitive or slower to communicate “feeling” to “brain” than others. The longer shank gives more advanced (for lack of better description) notice to the horse that bit/curb engagement is coming. The shorter shank, of course, gives less notice.
It is this “interim” time in which the finished-bridled horse is alerted to “pick up and hold” the bit awaiting
communication to tell the horse what maneuver to execute. When the bit is picked up and held by the horse
the mouthpiece never “slams” or “surprises” the horse...the horse is ready and the bit is firm in the mouth
before the curb strap engages. Thus if we think of the length of the shank on a particular bit as only leverage, we ignore the much more important functions the shank performs.

Lorry and Sierra Dunes, foundation stallion for
Sierra Dawn Arabians. The pair are pictured
between classes at a show in 1972 when
“Dunsey” won the Arabian Costume, Arabian
English Pleasure, Arabian Park Horse, Open
(all breeds) Stock Horse and placed 2nd in halter and Western Pleasure.
“Dunsey” was trained via Vaquero traditional
methods, was a finished bridled horse and could
change frames and movement with such ease
one would accuse him of reading Lorry’s mind
he was so light and responsive to the aids,
whether under Western or English tack.
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http://www.ahlegacy.com
Introducing the web site Arabian
Horse Legacy. This wonderful Library
contains interviews, pictures, videos
and much more which has been collected for over 25 years from around
the world. Owner and Insallah Member Ferman Ansel is still gathering and
incorporated fantastic information in
this Arabian Horse Library that has no
equal. See web-site link above or the
link below in the picture.
Experience the adventure of a lifetime
into the world of the history of the
Arabian horse and its people.

New Feature!
Letters to the Editor
If there is interest in anyone expressing
their thoughts, opinions, etc., etc., with
the rest of our readers, please submit
same to this Newsletter Editor (contact
information on page 2, column 1 at the
bottom of the Index block). We request
that your letter address anything related
to the Arabian horse, individually or
the breed, itself, or anything affecting
the Arabian breed.
If we have enough participation, we
will dedicate a page to this feature. We
will print as many letters as we possibly can. IAHC reserves the right to
reject any inappropriate submissions.
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Picture taken out of bus window on the road
to see Arabian horses bred in the Bedouin
tradition in Bahrain, WAHO 1998
Conference

Reports on the 1988, (Bahrain), 2000
(Australia), 2002 (Istanbul, Turkey),
2004 (Warsaw, Poland), 2007
(Damascus, Syria) WAHO Conferences and 2009 (Muscat, Oman) are
available on the Insallah AHC website.
The 1998, 2002 & 2004 reports were
written by Lorry Wagner who attended
as a Delegate from the USA and attendee for 2000. The 2007 report is by
Marie-Louis van Wyke of Johrhemar
Arabians, South Africaand the 2009
report is by Liz Salmon of the USA.
http://www.insallah.org/WAHO.html
These reports are .pdf files, with color
photos and downloadable.
Adobe
Reader program is needed. The link to
download the Adobe Reader program
is on the above web site page and will
take you there.

The Insallah Arabian Horse Club is
now a member of the Pacific Slope
Arabian Horse Association for the
2009 competition year. This organization covers Arabian horses qualifying in AHA Regions 1 (which includes Hawaii), 2, 3, 4, 5 (which includes Alaska and British Columbia)
and 7.
For more information, please go to
the PSAHA web site:
www.pacificslopearabians.com/

$75 per Test
April – May – June 2009
+1-1-800-483-8436
http://www.vetgen.com/
THANK YOU ON BEHALF OF
OUR ARABIAN HORSES
Frederick A. Metcalf, President
Arabian F.O.A.L. Association

Our host site is
A W h i t eh or s e . c om
owned by Insallah
Mem ber
Stace y
Mayer. Stacey donates this hosting of
our web pages. Stacey is also a fabulous
artist, specializing in equine art. This
picture will soon be available on eBay
in miniature form.
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NOTE: Information submission for this
page must be approved by the Newsletter
Editor and must be appropriate for the subject of the Arabian Horse.

Calendar

of

Events

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
INTERNATIONAL TOUR PACKAGE:
July 22—August 4, 2009: Tour package to Iran including sightseeing, see Arabian horses of Iran often referred to as the “cradle
of the ancient Arabian horse and includes attending the most important Arabian horse show in Iran. Contact Shirin Salartash,
2009 INTERNATIONAL SHOWS: For the ECAHO 2009 list of shows go to the following web site:
http://www.ecaho.org/images/pdf/2009/showcalendar09.pdf
More information from ECAHO: http://www.ecaho.org/
WAHO CONFERENCES:
2011 WAHO Conference: This Conference will be held in Doha, Qatar, in late 2011. Contact: http://www.WAHO.org

U.S.A EVENTS
SHOWS:
All U.S.A. shows are conducted under USEF Rules which can be found at http://www.USEF.org
ARABIAN HORSE ASSOCIATION:
September 22—27, AHA Sport Horse Nationals, Lexington, Kentucky, October 27—31, AHA National Distance Championships, Stillwater, Oklahoma, http://www.arabianhorses.org/competitions/nationalevents/
October 23—31, U.S. Nationals, Tulsa, Oklahoma, http://www.arabianhorses.org/competitions/nationalevents/
November, 2009, (specific dates to be announced), Annual Arabian Horse Association (AHA) Convention, Reno, Nevada,
contact AHA in Denver, Colorado, http://www.arabianhorses.org
COMPETITIVE TRAIL AND ENDURANCE:
October 24, Bear Valley Springs including Region 2 Championship Endurance Ride, Tehachapi, CA, Contact Sandra Adams,
(661) 821-0368
October 27—31, AHA National Distance Championships, Stillwater, Oklahoma,
http://www.arabianhorses.org/competitions/nationalevents/
OTHER EVENTS AND MEETINGS:
August 28-30, Preservation Breeding Symposium in Redmond, Oregon. For further information, http://www.ak-cmk-2009.org
August 29, Region 2 Delegates Meeting, location to be announced. For more information contact Jeff Reichman, Region 2 Director, or call
805 300-3153-cell

ARABIAN RACING at Los Alamitos:
For specific dates go to the ARAC website at www.arac.org or contact the ARAC office, 714-820-2817

IAHC encourages our members and friends to send us information for events
taking place around the world.
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